True G host Stories
When we had our daughter, she was about 2 weeks old when hubby had to go away to work. He operated a snow
plow, we had a huge storm go through and he was expected to work in the city. I stayed behind at home with the baby
and the dogs.
One night while he was away, our newborn would not settle in to sleep. She screamed and screamed for hours. She
was taken care of (fed, warm, changed, not in obvious pain) but nothing would stop her from wailing. I tried everything
- for hours - and by 3 am, I had the worst migraine of my life.
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My skull felt as though one small sound would crack it in half, I could barely see. If you have ever had a migraine and
tried to function, you get it. We were lying in my bed - I cradled her as she screamed and I hoped she would just fall
asleep. She didn't, so I made it to the kitchen and prepped another bottle. I could barely walk - each step split my head
in pieces and I begged the universe to end this pain any way possible.
I staggered back - the baby was in a safe zone on my bed and I reached up to put the bottle in her mouth. As I did, I
felt myself passing out....the migraine overwhelming me.....fainting....something....
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I was in so much pain and so exhausted that I remember dropping the full bottle as I felt consciousness slip away
.....and as it did, I saw a man's hand reach out to take the bottle......except I was home alone, in the middle of snowstorm.
I woke up, hours later - and the room was quiet but bright. I felt the adrenaline rush through me as I remembered the
bottle, the baby and the hand.
I sat up to see our daughter, sleeping soundly next to me - her little face was so peaceful looking as though her
evening had not been so miserable and insanely loud. I felt a rush of relief...and realized that my migraine was 100%
gone......and that's when I saw it.
The baby bottle. It was empty on the other side of the room - on hubby's nightstand - a place I couldn't possibly reach
from where I was lying in bed. I know I didn't feed her. My brain raced through it all but I could not explain the hand that
reached out to help me. I still can't.
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~ With the Spirit ~
“Those who say, ‘I love God’ and hate
their brothers or sisters are liars.
After all, those who don’t love their
brothers or sisters whom they have
seen can hardly love God whom they
have not seen!”
1 John 4:20
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Double-Speak Proverbs - Read the descriptions provided below and try to

BRAIN TEASERS
Q. If two’s company and three’s a crowd, what are four and five?
A. 9
Q. If there are four apples and you take away three, how many do you have?
A. You took three apples so obviously you have three.

guess which proverb (old saying) they each represent. Don't worry if you say the
"proverb" in a slightly different way than shown in these answers. Over the years,
there are many slightly different ways of expressing an old proverb!

1.It is fruitless to indoctrinate a super-annuated canine with innovative manoeuvres.

Q. Where do fish keep their money?
A. In the river bank.
Q. Two fathers and two sons go fishing. Each of them catches one fish. So
why do they bring home only three fish?
A. Because the fishing group comprises a grandfather, his son, and his son's son – hence just three people.
Q. I add five to nine, and get two. The answer is correct, but how?
A. When it is 9am, add 5 hours to it and you will get 2pm.
Q. The ages of a father and son add up to 66. The father's age is the son's age reversed. How old could they be?
A. There are three possible solutions for this: the father-son duo could be 51 and 15 years old, 42 and 24 years old or
60 and 06 years old.

2.Exclusive dedication to necessary chores without interludes of hedonistic
diversion renders John a heptudinous fellow.
3.Members of an avian species of identical plumage congregate.
4. An excess of culinary experts impairs the quality of a thin derivative of meat.
5.Superfluous chronological dispatch institutes riddance of value defects.

Q. What weighs more – a pound of iron or a pound of feathers?
A. Both would weigh the same – come on, a pound remains a pound, irrespective of the object!
Q. If a rooster laid 13 eggs and the farmer took eight of them and then another rooster laid 12 eggs and four of them
were rotten, how many of the eggs were left?
A. Roosters don't lay eggs!
Q. I am an odd number; take away an alphabet and I become even. What number am I? A. Seven (SEVEN-S=EVEN)
Q. Using only addition, how can you add eight 8's to get the number 1,000?

A. 888 +88 +8 +8 +8 =1,000
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